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Abstract:  Mobile Cloud Computing is shortly going to be the future of Communication and of utmost importance to Telecom Operators as a 
revenue generating business model. When we take into consideration total mobile using community in world (i.e. Approx 4.5 Billion),it starts 
making more business sense that how Mobile Cloud Computing can change the way we communicate and how Telecom operators can 
generate revenues by building viable and sustainable business model Cloud computing[1] enables convenient, on-demand network access to 
a shared pool of configurable computing resources (such as networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can b e rapidly 
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. There are three basic models of clou d service: 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). " Cloud computing[1] in mobile platforms 
has invoked a new wave of evolution in the rapidly developing mobile world. Although several striking research work has been conducted inthe 
high computing counterparts of mobile technology, the field of cloud computing for mobile world is vastly unexplored. In this paper, we 
introduce the concept of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), it’s applications and the various advantages related to MCC and ts future and 
revenue generating ability. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Years after birth of Internet, there is the Buzz across globe with 
reference to Cloud computing[1]. The hottest wave in the world of 
technology is the potential growth of cloud computing. While many 
technologically advanced people are aware about concept of 
Cloud Computing but still its new concept for masses.Cloud 
computing is New and unique form of accessing data (e.g. 
Applications, documents, Music files, Video files, User files and 
much more) from any place across the globe without carrying any 
data storage devices like Hard drives, Memory cards or flash 
cards. Primary benefit of the technology is, it sets user free to 
move from his installed Desktop location to any other place and 
still can have access to their data anytime from anywhere. By 
having all the information on cloud, user can bury his worry for not 
being able to access data outside his home or office. 
 
Mobile cloud computing is defined as "the availability of cloud 
computing services in a mobile ecosystem. This incorporates 
many elements, including consumer, enterprise, femtocells, 
transcoding, end-to-end security, home gateways, and mobile 
broadband-enabled services." 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIG:The openmobster architecture for MCC 

 
 
WHAT IS MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING? 
 
Mobile world is primarily dependent of two factors One is Network 
Stability and second is Handset availability.Currently, there are 
more “feature” mobile phone users than “smart” phone users in 
world. Since “feature” mobile phones do not have enough 
processing power or memory to support huge amounts of data, 
Cloud computing[1] seems to be the ideal solution for these 
“feature” mobile phone users. Cloud computing will allow these 
“feature” mobile phone users to have the same amount of data 
access like “smart” phone users, except for the simple fact that 
“feature” phone users will not physically have their data stored 
onto the phone, it will be on their cloud and accessible to them 
when required. This extra advantage of Cloud Computing allows 
developers and mobile companies to start targeting a larger 
market than only “smart” phone users, which in turn will give 
Cloud Computing more thrust in near future. 
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Another reason why Cloud Computing will have a major impact 

on the mobile world is due to the popularity of mobile 

applications on different devices. Mobile Applications have a 

countless number of benefits to its users but one major hitch 

which many mobile users face is the fact that some mobile 

applications will work only on a specific device but not on 

another device based on mobile platforms, popularly known as 

Mobile Operating Systems.This problem of mobile applications 

only running on specific devices can easily be solved if a user 

decides to switch and use Cloud Computing as a form of 

accessing data and applications for their devices; if an 

application can be accessible from the web, it certainly can be 

accessible through cloud computing. 

MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING – APPLICATIONS: 

 

“Cloud Email” Currently most of the mobile users are accessing 

Gmail through its feature applications[4] for various Mobile 

operating systems; this is the best and live example of Mobile 

Cloud Computing 

 

“Cloud Music” is the latest buzz these days. Revolutionary 

technology “Music Anywhere” which allows customers to have 

access to their music collections from anywhere in the world 

using their mobile device is a biggest example of where Mobile 

Cloud Computing is heading. Cloud Music and Streaming is the 

foreseen future of Cloud Computing and Mobile. 

 

 
 

 

“Cloud Mobile Desktop” tends to be a universal Storage device 

which can be accessed via Desktop, Laptop, Pads & Even 

mobile phones. Many companies offer this services wherein they 

allocate fixed space (to a user in cloud and provides access to it 

via internet irrespective of the Users instrument. Service gets 

optimized based on the instruments/ browsers capacity. 

 

Google’s “Cloud Print” is also an interesting example of how 

this concept will revolutionize and be part of our daily operational 

activities. Primary goal of this service is “to build a printing 

experience that enables any app on any device to print to any 

printer anywhere in the world.”Same way “Cloud Video” and 

“Cloud Photo” will also revolutionize the way we access our 

videos and Snaps. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING: 

 

Mobile cloud computing can give mobile device users a number 

of advantages. Company users are able to share resources and 

applications[4] without a high level of capital expenditure on 

hardware and software resources. Due to the nature of cloud 

applications[4], users do not need to have highly technical 

hardware to use applications as complex computing operations 

are run within the cloud. This lessens the cost of mobile 

computing to the client. End users will see a plethora of unique 

features enhancing their phones because of mobile cloud 

computing. 

 

Developers also have real advantages from mobile cloud 

computing. The largest benefit of cloud computing for developers 

is that it allows them to have access to a larger market. Since 

cloud computing applications[4] go through a browser, the end 

user’s mobile operating system does not have any impact on the 

application, meaning that they will be useable with any 

application that has a suitable browser. This means developers 

will have a much wider market, means they can bypass the 

restrictions created by mobile operating systems. 

 

Along with a bigger market, cloud computing offers developers 

the chance to build programs at a lower cost, and keep a larger 

share of the revenue. Since programmers only need to create 

one version of the application and still have access to every 

device user, their building costs will be reduced when compared 

with if they needed to make a new build for each mobile platform 

individually.Mobile cloud computing gives new company chances 

for mobile network providers. Several operators such as Orange, 

Vodafone and Verizon have started to offer cloud computing 

services for companies. These services give the chance for 

http://cloudtimes.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Mobile-Cloud-Computing.png
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businesses to outsource the IT infrastructure, getting past huge 
capital investments in high spec hardware 
 
REVENUES FROM MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING EXCEED 
EXPECTATIONS 
 
Both cloud and mobile computing create a major impact in 
businesses these days. Each of them appears as a major source 
of revenue for market vendors who wish to capitalize on products 
that are popular among users. But, the numbers game states 
that mobile computing gets all the money and only 1 to 2 percent 
goes to cloud computing. It seems an obvious sign that cloud 
computing is being left behind by iPad, iPhone and Android.Stats 
showed the cloud and mobile computing revenue performance 
last year. In 2010 cloud earned $3 billion from its 3 main 
products:  infrastructure (IaaS), platform (PaaS), and software 
(SaaS). This figure came from IaaS, Amazon.com’s Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) that earned $500 million in 2010, and 
Rackspace, that made about $100 million. Of the 3 products 
SaaS did better from Salesforce.com that brought in $1.3 billion 
in 2010, NetSuite, RightNow, SuccessFactors, and Taleo tallied 
$200 million each. Earnings from PaaS were not disclosed 
because the earning was very small to make it very significant. 
 
CHALLENGES OF MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING: 
 
A key challenge for cloud computing is network availability and 
intermittency. A cloud application needs a constant connection 
that might prove to be an Achilles heel for the cloud computing 
movement. However as mobile internet capabilities continue to 
get better, it is likely that solutions to this particular problem will 
become apparent. New programming languages such as HTML 
5 already provide a solution by enabling data caching through a 
mobile device, and this allows a cloud application to continue 
working is a connection has been momentarily lost.The refining 
of this new technology seems to be a new major step in mobile 
application development. Mobile cloud computing provides 
benefits for each agent within the mobile devices and 
applications sector. It expands the market, reduces the price of 
programs, reduces hardware requirements and provides unique 
chances for network operators. 
 
ROAD AHEAD & FUTURE FOR MOBILE CLOUD 
COMPUTING: 
 
It is still undecided that what the future truly holds for Cloud 
Computing and Mobile Cloud Computing, but experts foresee 
that within 2-3 Years, all technologically superior countries will be 
using Mobile Cloud Computing as their primary method of 
accessing data through their Mobile Phones and In fact India will 
Lead the show due to its higher Mobile Subscribers rate than any 
other country in the world. The future for Cloud Computing is 
surely bright, but the end users will have to wait until Cloud 
Computing reaches its best possible potential stage in the Mobile 
Industry to have access to innumerous advantages and benefits 
it have for all the users. 

CONCLUSION: 
 
Cloud computing has received large interest recently The 
primary motivations for the mainstream cloud computing are 
related to the elasticity of computing resources. Cloud computing 
offers virtually infinite resources that are available on demand 
and charged according to usage. The concept of cloud 
computing provides a brand new opportunity for the development 
of mobile applications since it allows the mobile devices to 
maintain a very thin layer for user applications and shift the 
computation and processing overhead to the virtual 
environment.A cloud application needs a constant connection 
that might prove to be an Achilles heel for the cloud computing 
movement .However as mobile internet capabilities continue to 
get better, it is likely that solutions to this particular problem will 
become apparent. New programming languages such as HTML 
5 already provide a solution by enabling data caching through a 
mobile device, and this allows a cloud application to continue 
working if connection has been momentarily lost. 
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